
Bad Words
The 5 words that I would strike from your site 

right now because they’re turning new 
customers away every minute. 



“At least you got a month’s 
severance.”

People accidentally use bad words everywhere.



→ Bad word #1 is across your site

→ Bad word #2 is on your Pricing page or table

→ Bad word #3 is on your homepage

→ Bad word #4 is in your support center / resource center

→ Bad word #5 is in your product (for SaaS / apps)



Before we get started, 
please memorize the 

following three words:



Revenue, accelerate 
and experience



Bad Word #1











“We”

* Or “our” or your brand name.

Bad Word #1





“We” = portal to Hell



When you see the word “we” or 
your brand name, it’s a sign that 
the copy is about the product - 

not the prospect. 



“People don’t care 
about you. They only 
care about themselves.
Neville Medhora



“The customer is the 
product. Sell the 
customer themselves.
Joanna Wiebe



Read this and tell me when 
you start to care.

😒 😒 🤨
😒 😒 🥴 😫 🥱 🙄🥱 😪 😴 💤



“I’m currently in the 
process of 

rebalancing away 
from crypto into 

eco”



“Harness the power 
of authentic creator 

content and 
programs at scale”



“We” is BS’s portal into this world.



“Well Joanna you just don’t 
understand our market. We 

target VPs and C levels.”



🥱 B2B doesn’t mean
boring to boring.



The SVP of Engineering 
mocked how Kendall on 
Succession talked just as 
much as the new product 

coordinator did. 



An SVP cares *just as much* 
about what’s in it for them as 

the new coordinator does. 



Read this and tell me when 
you start to care.



Read this and tell me when 
you start to care.



REWRITE EVERY ‘WE’ SENTENCE 
TO BEGIN WITH ‘YOU’.







YOU SHOULD ADD ‘YOU’ TO 
THE START OF VERB-PHRASES 

IN THE IMPERATIVE.

Bonus points!





Add the following words 
to the three you’ve 

memorized:



Efficiency and outcome



“Pay”
Bad Word #2



(If you’re in SaaS or coaching, you 
should probably go to your Pricing 

page / table right now.)



This page is 
one massive 

revenue 
opportunity.

Wasted.



You’ve heard…

If a price is big - like $2500 - use a smaller font to express it… like $2500

Use “just below” prices instead of round prices (so $9.97 not $10.00)

To raise ARPU, lead with the most expensive tier

To get more users, lead with the least expensive tier 

When using tiered discounts, minimize increments between thresholds



But what about the fact that you’re 
dedicating an entire page to telling 

your prospect how much this is 
gonna cost ‘em?



Why do we have to fixate on “pricing” like this?



Why do we have to fixate on “pricing” like this?



Why do we have to fixate on “pricing” like this?



I’m not saying to change 
your nav label.

(Although that could be a really quick, easy 
experiment. And maybe add an ROI page to 

balance it out, while you’re at it.)



Rather, do a “depletion of 
assets” sweep on your 

Pricing page.



Strike from your copy any word that 
suggests your user’s bank account is 

about to empty instead of fill.

THE DEPLETION OF ASSETS SWEEP



Pay
Money
Dollars / $
Buy
Cost
Price
Fee
Spend





21% of the words in this 
hero tell me my budget 
needs protecting…
There are 14 words in this hero 
section, CTAs aside. A “depletion of 
assets” word appears 3 times. 



BTW
Your Pricing page headline / H1 
does not have to include the 
word “pricing”... just like your 
other pages don’t include the 
nav label. 







Make your 
offer the H1

Replace 
“pay” with 
“plan”

Replace 
“buy” with 
“get it”



Yes, they’ll be paying you money.
No, you don’t need to talk about it.





Add the following 
words to the five you’ve 

memorized:



Evergreen, necessary 
and productivity



How many of the 8 words 
do you remember?



“And”
Bad Word #3



Every time you use “and,” 
you lose a conversion.







We can fully hold one idea 
in our heads at a time. 

A SIMPLE MESSAGE IS MORE POWERFUL THAN A 
COMPLEX MESSAGE. THIS IS ABOUT EMPATHY.



“Interference.”



Aren’t we just describing video 
marketing here?

Create videos

“Manage” videos

Host webinars

Generate leads

Measure performance



“But our product really does 
all those things. How do we 

choose?”



Have the discipline to choose one 
thing for your poor, overworked 

and tired prospect to be *allowed* 
to focus on.



When you use lists (and “and”), it’s 
easy to lose sight of the purpose of 
the message. And of the product. 

And of the company.





“Learn”
Bad Word #4





Few people want to learn anything. 
They want the outcome of learning.



Why do people want to 
learn?



● Complete important tasks for 

their job / department

● Unlock new features 

confidently / Upgrade

● Become power users

● Get better work done (with 

more complex SaaS)

● See results enough to switch 

to annual and save

● Cancel other tools that aren’t 

working 

● Complete important tasks for 

their job / department

● Become power users and get 

promoted at work 

● Get their team onboarded 

well so they adopt

● Help their team use the 

software / Train them

● Start seeing desirable results 

they can share with their mgr

PERSONAL JTBDFUNCTIONAL JTBD SOCIAL JTBD

● Become power users and get 

promoted at work 

● Start seeing their work-lives 

improve

● Feel less stress

● Start seeing desirable results





● Explore

● Exercise curiosity

● Discover new interests

● Discover new abilities

● Broadly informed intellect

● Highly disciplined intellect

● Be successful in whatever 

work they finally choose

● Graduate with values

● Graduate with knowledge

● Pursue meaningful work

● Lead successful and 

purposeful lives





What is the outcome of 
learning?



FIVE-FOOT OUTCOME



FIVE-MILE OUTCOME



The right word for the wrong action.
Bad Word #5



Are you optimizing copy 
you should de-optimize?



Which of these 2 options do you 
think the creator of the ballot might 

have been de-optimizing?



Some phrasing makes 
your message harder to 

read / process.



Like using the passive voice



Like getting way too fancy with your syntax

Side note: moderate syntactic surprise can actually improve recall! 



Like writing a statement in its negative form



Sometimes your message 
should be harder to read / 

process.



Consider the actions you 
don’t want people to take in 

your product.



→ Cancel account

→ Pause account

→ Downgrade account

→ Delete team members 

→ Delete critical data (e.g., subscribers in email platform)

→ Stop using sticky features (e.g., remove integrations)



You don’t have to hide those actions.
Just make the words weird.



Cancel account Don’t remain



You want people to be too 
[lightly] confused to bother 

arguing with you. 



Which is easier to understand?



Which resulted in more wood 
being left in the park?



This is easier to process. So I 
can consider it (and disagree 

with it) easily.

This is harder to process. So I 
don’t even bother trying to 

argue with it.



De-optimize options by
de-optimizing their words.



Which option do you think they want 
you to choose?



Which option is easiest to 
understand fast?



How about now?



If you don’t want users to do 
something, don’t make it easy for them 
to do it. Don’t be clear. Try the negative 

synonym or any synonym that 
introduces mental friction. 



→ Bad word #1 is across your site “We”

→ Bad word #2 is on your Pricing page “Pay”

→ Bad word #3 is on your homepage “And”

→ Bad word #4 is in your support center “Learn”

→ Bad word #5 is in your product (the right word for          
                                                                                   the wrong action)



Style shapes the success of ideas.

This has been about word choice. But it’s not just about the 
words you choose. It’s also how you put them together.



Joanna Wiebe
Founder of Copyhackers.com
Cofounder of Authority Figures


